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Summary The well-established international control strategy for tuberculosis is based upon passive case-finding of the most infectious cases followed by effective chemotherapy with sufficient support to ensure and record a successful outcome. However, no country with a severe HIV epidemic is successfully controlling tuberculosis. HIV exerts a double blow. Not only must the health service manage a greatly increased number of patients (as many as fourfold higher in many African settings) but each individual patient needs to be managed more effectively if the control programme is to have a similar impact on transmission as it did in the pre-HIV era. In this paper, we discuss some of the effects of increased burden and stigmatization. We consider the potential of preventive therapy to reduce the impact of HIV on tuberculosis control and describe a more integrated approach to both infections that is being piloted in several sites in Southern Africa.

Introduction—the need to go beyond DOTS

The well-established international control strategy for tuberculosis, DOTS, which derives from the original Direct Observation of Treatment, Short-course, is based upon passive case-finding of the most infectious cases followed by effective chemotherapy with sufficient support to ensure and record a successful outcome.\(^1,2\) The rationale for this approach is that it will rapidly reduce mortality and morbidity among patients with tuberculosis while minimizing the emergence of drug resistance and recurrent disease. It will also reduce transmission of infection and so, in the medium term, result in fewer and fewer cases leading to eventual elimination of tuberculosis as a public health burden.

In the absence of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in the community, each infected contact has around a 10% chance to progress to active disease. The tuberculosis control strategy should succeed in reducing transmission if each infectious case infects less than an average of 20 contacts, two of whom would then be expected to develop disease, and one of whom would become infectious. It is not realistic to use the number of contacts infected as a parameter of tuberculosis control programme performance. However, cure rates among new
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cases and case detection rates provide useful indicators that are linked to the likelihood of ongoing transmission and WHO has set targets for 85% and 70% for these, respectively.1

In the decades prior to the HIV epidemic, rates of tuberculosis were stable in most African countries. There was a balance between the tuberculosis control programmes and the tubercle bacillus. HIV upset this balance. Those infected with HIV have a much greater chance of developing active disease. As many as 40% may progress to active disease over their remaining years of life. These HIV-related tuberculosis patients may be somewhat less infectious. Nonetheless, if the same 20 contacts are infected with *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* and 10% are also HIV seropositive, the case reproduction number will exceed unity and an expanding epidemic will ensue (Figure 1a, b).

This epidemic situation has been seen in many counties and districts with high prevalence of both TB and HIV and can be illustrated by plotting the estimated TB incidence reported by WHO3 against the adult HIV prevalence reported by UNAIDS4 for all African countries (Figure 2). No country with a severe HIV epidemic is successfully controlling tuberculosis, although ecological studies do suggest that the quality of TB control programmes does have some impact on tuberculosis rates.5

HIV therefore exerts a double blow on health services struggling in the face of inadequate resources. Not only must the health service manage a greatly increased number of patients (as many as 4-fold higher in many African settings),6 but each individual patient needs to be managed more effectively if the control programme is to have a similar impact on transmission as it did in the pre-HIV era.

### Box 1

**Impact of HIV on tuberculosis control**

- Burden increased (4-fold rise in number of cases in Southern Africa where up to 75% TB cases are also HIV-seropositive).
- Stigma increased (Increased discrimination; probably impacting on health seeking behaviour).
- Diagnosis more difficult (larger differential diagnosis; X-rays less specific; microscopy less sensitive).
- Treatment interactions and adverse effects (rifampicin and anti-retroviral drugs; thiacetazone and severe skin eruptions in HIV-seropositive patients).
- Outcomes worse (WHO targets unattainable, programme dispirited).
- Health care resources inadequate to cope with 4-fold increase in patients.
- Health care staff numbers falling (HIV, poor conditions of service).

The greatest impact of HIV on tuberculosis control arises through this accelerated cycle of transmission and resulting increased burden. However, HIV is having much wider effects than the simple numbers outlined above (Box 1). In this paper, we discuss some of the effects of increased burden and stigmatization. We consider the potential of preventive therapy to reduce the impact of HIV on tuberculosis control and describe a more integrated approach to both infections that is being piloted in several sites in Southern Africa.
**Figure 1.** The cycle of tuberculosis transmission. In a stable situation before the HIV epidemic, each infectious case infects an average of 20 contacts, of whom two (10%) will develop active tuberculosis. One of these will not be infectious (extrapulmonary or non-infectious pulmonary disease). If a significant proportion of the contacts are HIV-seropositive (10% in the example shown), a larger number will progress to active tuberculosis and each infectious case will now generate more than one secondary infectious case, leading to an expanding epidemic.
Figure 2. HIV drives the tuberculosis incidence in Africa. WHO estimates of tuberculosis incidence in African countries correlate strongly with UNAIDS estimates of adult HIV prevalence in the same countries.

Stigma, HIV and the new tuberculosis

The seroprevalence of HIV in women attending antenatal clinics in Southern Africa has risen to appalling levels of 15, 20 or even 40%, but the prevalence among tuberculosis patients has risen even higher, to levels of 50, 60 or even 80%. Such a strong association is readily apparent to everybody living in affected communities and leads to a range of beliefs that may make tuberculosis control even more difficult. People, in such communities, talk about the ‘new’ tuberculosis, sometimes referred to as tuberculosis ‘of the bones’, a vernacular term used to describe a deep seated problem from which patients do not recover and for which government tuberculosis programmes have little to offer.\(^7\)\(^8\)

People who stand in a line to receive their tuberculosis chemotherapy are easily identified by friends and neighbours attending the same health facility and may then be assumed to be HIV seropositive. Since HIV remains highly stigmatized, the tuberculosis patient may find that their home or work situation becomes intolerable due to recrimination and discrimination.

Health care staff, too, may judge tuberculosis patients and discriminate against them. ‘They treat us as if we are not human beings’ said one such patient in Lusaka, Zambia. It is likely that as the stigma of HIV rubs off onto tuberculosis, case-holding and case-finding will be adversely affected.\(^9\)

During structured in-depth interviews with 427 patients with a cough attending the urban health clinics in Lusaka, 49% strongly agreed that attending the clinic for tuberculosis tests would make people believe that they suffered from AIDS. The perception that the health services were over-burdened and likely to provide a poor service was one of the strongest predictors of delay in seeking a diagnosis.\(^10\) This delay is likely to lead to increased transmission of tuberculosis in the community.
Health systems are not coping with the increased burden.

In the same Lusaka clinics, only 60% of those who had been coughing for more than 3 weeks or had haemoptysis were asked to submit sputum samples for examination. Two thirds of patients attending a diagnostic centre with a technician and microscope available, submitted sputum samples if asked to do so; but only one third did so if they had to find their way from a centre without laboratory facilities to a central laboratory. For patients served by this health facility, therefore, 80% of tuberculosis suspects did not have a sputum sample examined.11

The rising burden of cases of tuberculosis means that quality assured microscopy services will be needed at increasingly peripheral health facilities. Without expansion of training capacity, there will not be enough trained personnel to examine the samples, even if clinicians are trained to request them more appropriately.

Preventive therapy as an additional measure

Much of the additional burden of tuberculosis arises from those who are HIV-infected and develop active disease, with its risk of ongoing transmission to their families and communities. An attractive strategy for tuberculosis control is to identify such HIV-infected individuals and give them treatment for their latent tuberculous infection and prevent active disease.12 Treatment of latent infection has been an integral part of the tuberculosis control strategy in industrialized countries for many years and has gained new prominence as a key component in the Institute of Medicine’s report on the elimination of tuberculosis in the USA.13 The principle is that a course of antituberculous drugs, less intensive than the regimen required to cure active disease, should ‘sterilize’ the individual by killing the dormant mycobacteria that might otherwise reactivate over the next years. Studies in the era before HIV confirmed that such treatment halved the chances of developing tuberculosis and that this protection lasted for many years.14

Several large randomized controlled trials were conducted in Haiti and Africa in the early 1990s, which demonstrated that preventive antituberculous therapy could reduce the incidence of tuberculosis in those who were dually infected with HIV and *M. tuberculosis*.15–17 Further trials in the USA and Latin America showed that shorter regimens, such as two months of rifampicin and pyrazinamide, were no less effective than longer, traditional regimens using isoniazid for 6–12 months.18,19 As a result of these trials, both (World Health Organisation (WHO) and Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the American Thoracic Society, introduced new guidelines promoting the use of preventive therapy in people living with HIV infection.20,21

In Africa, however, the efficacy of preventive therapy appears to wane rather quickly. Follow-up of one of the Zambian trial cohorts showed that beyond 30 months from starting treatment, it was no longer possible to demonstrate that either of the active treatments given (isoniazid for 6 months or rifampicin plus pyrazinamide for 3 months) was still effective.22

What are the possible mechanisms for the waning efficacy of preventive therapy for tuberculosis in people living with HIV?

There are two likely mechanisms for the waning effect of preventive therapy. The first is that, unlike people who are HIV-seronegative, the HIV positive subjects in the Zambian trial
did not have sufficiently robust immune systems to kill the remaining tubercle bacilli, even in the presence of antituberculous drugs. Support for such a mechanism comes from a study in Uganda, which, unlike the Zambian trials, did show longer protection in those receiving rifampicin as part of a combined preventive therapy regimen compared to those who just received isoniazid.  

The second mechanism that might explain the waning efficacy of preventive therapy is that following completion of preventive therapy, subjects were reinfected with *M. tuberculosis* and progressed to active tuberculosis within the short time frame of the follow-up. Such an explanation would imply that HIV positive adults were exposed to greater risks of infection with *M. tuberculosis* than would be expected from tuberculin surveys of children in the region. This explanation seems plausible given the risks of nosocomial transmission to HIV positive adults who need to visit and wait in hospitals and clinics where there are limited or no measures in place to control the spread of tuberculosis.

It is difficult to demonstrate reinfecion with tuberculosis in people who have taken preventive therapy. DNA fingerprinting does allow strains of mycobacteria to be compared accurately, but the original strain that infected an individual without causing disease, will very rarely be known or be available for fingerprinting. On the other hand, HIV-seropositive individuals who have been cured of active tuberculosis have been shown to be more susceptible to reinfecion and/or progression to disease than their HIV-seronegative peers.

Towards a new approach

The standard approach to tuberculosis control is not sufficient in areas with a high prevalence of HIV infection. Health systems that are struggling with the burden are not responsive to the changes in perceptions and stigmatization around tuberculosis in the community. A new approach is needed that takes account of the complex social and biological interactions between tuberculosis and HIV. People with HIV in communities with a high prevalence of tuberculosis are at great risk. Yet, the majority of such individuals do not know that they are infected with HIV, and indeed, many would choose not to know arguing that little can be done for them and the weight of knowing that they were living with an incurable infection might be intolerable. Nonetheless, most people who do receive counselling and choose to find out their HIV status do not regret their decision, even if the test is positive.  

Furthermore, the results of the Voluntary Counseling and Testing (VCT) Efficacy Study show that providing VCT services is effective in reducing risky behaviour in a way that is predicted to have a significant impact on HIV transmission. Preventing HIV transmission is likely to be an effective way to reduce the burden of tuberculosis. It has been calculated that for every three cases of HIV averted, one case of tuberculosis has also been prevented.

Using this argument, the ProTEST initiative, co-ordinated by the WHO, is therefore promoting HIV testing (hence the name ProTEST), as a route into more effective care and prevention for both HIV and TB. The aim is to create an environment in which more people will choose to be tested. Pilot sites in Southern Africa operate by increasing communication and collaboration between the various government and non-governmental service providers at a district level as well as through the provision of specific testing or clinical services where necessary.
Targeting those who choose to have an HIV test, whether they are found to be HIV negative or positive

The majority of people who access voluntary counselling and testing services are not infected with HIV, but perceive themselves to be at risk. These people need accurate information and support to help them to remain uninfected. Counselling on safer sexual behaviour, promotion of condom use and syndromic treatment of sexually transmitted infections are key services, known to reduce HIV transmission, that are either delivered at the voluntary counselling and testing sites, or are facilitated through better local referral networks.

Those who are found to be HIV seropositive need the same services, but may also need a wider range of psychosocial and medical care. From the perspective of tuberculosis control, they are at high risk of developing disease and therefore a suitable group for targeted active case finding and preventive therapy. In this way, tuberculosis can be reduced by three parallel mechanisms. First, transmission of HIV can be reduced by counselling. Secondly, transmission of tuberculosis can be reduced by earlier case-finding of those who already have active infectious disease. And thirdly, some reactivation of tuberculosis can be reduced through preventive therapy, although further research is needed to find more durable prevention, for instance by prolonging the isoniazid treatment indefinitely.

From the perspective of the person living with HIV, tuberculosis is only one of a range of risks, both medical and social. Close links with clinical services can provide care and prevention for opportunistic infections, for instance using cotrimoxazole prophylaxis for pneumocystis pneumonia, and for reproductive health, such as screening for cervical dysplasia and providing family planning services. Where support groups exist, they can link people to legal and welfare services as well as provide important psychosocial support.

Where there is an expanded range of services, more people are likely to feel encouraged to come forward for HIV testing and the stigma associated with the infection will be reduced. The greatest incentive, however, to get tested will be the introduction of highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART). Such therapy has the power to prolong the lives of people living with HIV and to reduce the incidence of opportunistic infections among them, including significant reductions in rates of tuberculosis. The benefits should be huge, but the constraints are also daunting. Early experience in relatively specialized centres in Africa has demonstrated that financial, health system, biomedical and personal challenges will all conspire to limit the expansion of delivery of HAART. Furthermore, it is not yet clear what the impact of HAART will be on transmission of HIV at a community level. Widespread availability of HAART in London for more than 5 years has not led to a reduction in incidence of HIV infections. HAART reduces the viral load in both plasma and semen and so can be expected to reduce individual risks of transmission, but this benefit may be counteracted by increased survival and by changing perceptions of risk behaviour in the community. Furthermore, acute HIV infection, which is associated with a high viral load and high risk of onward transmission, is rarely detected and even more rarely treated with anti-retroviral drugs. Integrating anti-retroviral treatment into the broader spectrum of care and prevention activities as outlined above should maximize the impact of measures to reduce HIV transmission as well as providing effective care for those already living with HIV.
Concerted action

The past few years have seen a convergence of the different philosophies expounded by tuberculosis and HIV programme staff (Figure 3). Tuberculosis control was conceived as a tightly focused programme delivered largely through district hospitals. The programme had clear targets; cure 85% of new cases and detect 70% of such cases in the community. These targets could be achieved by a highly standardized set of interventions; passive case-finding with quality assured sputum microscopy as the cornerstone of diagnosis, admitting smear positive patients to tuberculosis wards and ensuring that they completed at least the two month intensive phase of their treatment as an in-patient. However, and particularly in those areas with a high prevalence of co-infection with HIV, the need to reduce overcrowding in tuberculosis wards and the need for a greater understanding of the patients’ perspective have led to decentralization of both diagnosis and treatment to more peripheral levels. More and more clinics are equipped and staffed to act as diagnostic centres, while supervision of treatment has been decentralized right through to the community level.36

HIV programmes, by contrast, were quick to develop a broad, multi-sectoral, approach, focused on the community, that aimed at education and health promotion through many channels. The relationship between other sexually transmitted infections and HIV has led to increasing emphasis on syndromic management, usually through health centres or specialised clinics.37 As the epidemic has matured, so the burden of care has escalated and HIV programmes are increasingly engaged with how to deliver a continuum of care that stretches from the community into the district hospital.38 Furthermore, the power of anti-retroviral drugs to reduce morbidity and prolong life is likely to result in more engagement with the hospital team.

This convergence from community through the clinics to the hospital for HIV, and vice versa for tuberculosis, provides many opportunities for more concerted approaches to both infections based around the principles embedded in the ProTEST initiative.

The importance of a more concerted approach is also evident at the international level. WHO has just released its strategic framework to decrease the burden of TB/HIV 39. The fund, which was established in response to calls from the Secretary General of the UN, Kofi Annan, to respond to the HIV epidemic, was expanded to become the ‘Global Fund to fight
AIDS, TB and Malaria’. The recent Commission on Macroeconomics and Health has emphasised how much could be achieved by coherent investment in health in the poorest countries of the world.40 Sadly, despite this increase in political interest, it is clear that the funds so far pledged to the Global Fund are clearly insufficient, and neither the inaugural meeting of the African Union, nor the recent summit of the rich G8 nations was able to place the fight against HIV and related infections among their priorities for action.41

Conclusion

Well-coordinated district-based activities can reduce the burden of tuberculosis and HIV. The challenge is to use the new resources to demonstrate how much can be achieved and to persuade national and international purse holders to increase their investment in order to safeguard the future of our communities.
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